Workflow with smart
checklists ensure
accountability.

Smart Audit

Ensure process adherence and operator
accountability
SFx Smart Audit provides simple, visual mobile workflows that guide operators
through their daily checks. Complete with step-by-step digital checklists,
these workflows ensure that line operators check what matters on schedule,
providing visual instructions dynamically tailored to each asset.
Smart Audit prevents errors and omissions, and immediately escalates issues
as they arise. Information collected informs and enables leadership to make
smart decisions and prioritize activities.

Set and maintain
operational standards with
digital, visual tools.

Ensure safety and compliance

Track process adherence

Smart Audit key benefits:
•

Eliminate paperwork and dual data entry through direct integration with
asset management or ERP.

•

Organize data into an analytics-ready format.

•

Provide real-time collaboration between operations and maintenance by
automatically generating work orders and escalating issues.

•

Mitigate worker turnover issues through clear visual instructions.

•

Ensure operator audits are performed correctly and consistently using stepby-step instructions.

•

Enforce process adherence with data validation rules.

•

Reduce unplanned downtime due to changeover or setup negligence.

•

Inform your next Gemba walk with completed line walk data.

•

Perform any task from any device.

•

Shift focus from people to processes and behaviors.

Identify problems

Close corrective action loops

Inform decision-making

Improve accountability

Drive quality and collaboration

Elevate your plant’s success! Xalt’s Smart Audit transforms your audit process by driving ownership to the most important,
operator level.
To learn more about Xalt Solutions’ Smart Audit or to review our solutions portfolio visit www.hexagonxalt.com.

Accelerate your digital transformation
Hexagon is a global leader in digital solutions that improve productivity and quality for
manufacturing, infrastructure, safety and mobility applications. We create Smart Digital
Realities that empower the future of autonomy across production and urban ecosystems.
Hexagon’s Xalt Solutions accelerates your digital transformation by solving your workplace
challenges with the industry’s most agile framework, supported by innovative, tailored
solutions.
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